Extended Extraordinary Regulatory Framework: Adviser guidance, Arts Award Gold
The following guidance is provided to supplement the Arts Award Adviser Toolkit for the Gold award. This document should not be used in
isolation and is offered to aid advisers in adjusting their Arts Award programme delivery in response to ongoing restrictions related to
coronavirus and in the event of further lockdowns or school and business closures.
Arts Award qualifications need to be completed in full to the required standard of the level undertaken and work evidenced in an Arts Award
portfolio. Portfolios are internally assessed by an Arts Award adviser and externally moderated by Trinity College London.
Evidence required in the
portfolio





Unit 1
Part A Extend own
arts practice







Details of their main art
form/arts practice
Details of their new art
form/genre/arts practice
and why they have chosen
it
A skills development plan
Evidence of working with a
practitioner experienced
with the new art form/
genre/arts practice
Evidence of progress
Evidence of the new art
work
Evidence of sharing the
new art work
Feedback from others
A final review, including
reflection on the new skills
developed and the

Acceptable delivery approaches
▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

Participation in the arts can take place in the centre
or at home with young people supported to work
independently.
Participation can be in any suitable art form with
suitable resources signposted to by the adviser.
Young people can work remotely or through online
means to work with a practitioner experienced in
their new art form, this can include developing skills
through pre-recorded tutorials, live webinars and
follow up discussions over email.
The final work can be recorded and shared digitality
online, with others, including with
parents/guardians in the home as long as feedback
is collected on their progress in their art form.
Young people can use digital tools such as social
media, digital white boards and online forms to
gather feedback
Young people may work more intensively over a
shorter period of time to meet the time
requirements.

Further information
▪

▪

▪

▪

The scope of the activity should be
planned in advance to ensure that
the approach offers sufficient
development in their art form
Ensure that evidence of how young
people have worked with
practitioners is recorded as
evidence for the portfolio. Eg
screen shots, URLs, email
correspondence, personal log book
All evidence requirements must be
clearly evidenced in the portfolio
without exception
Evidence must demonstrate that
young people have been working
at Level 3 and demonstrated the
depth of learning required by the
assessment criteria

influence this has had on
their main art form/arts
practice







Unit 1
Part B –
Career
development
opportunities
in the arts



Evidence of research into
opportunities to
participate in the arts
A description of what they
did on their placement/
volunteering/
training/workshops
Reflection on how their
experiences have
supported their learning
and arts development
Comments about their
participation from the
practitioners leading the
placement/ volunteering/
training/workshops

As a guide the should take the
equivalent of approximately 3 to 6
months spending two to four hours
each week.

Access to volunteering and placement opportunities
may be limited in 2020-2021, due to government
guidelines on social distancing. Where they are not
available, advisers should ask young people to focus on
research into the types of opportunities they would
want to participate in and wherever possible make
contact with the organisations about details of the
activities they would ordinarily offer, even if they are
not available at the current time.
Option 1: Arts training
▪ Evidence of research into opportunities to
participate in the arts through work experience,
volunteering or training
▪ Adviser should signpost to suitable training
opportunities in their art form or area of arts
interest. As a minimum any training undertaken
should be not less than 2 days or 16 hours. Training
can be completed over a number of weeks or
months or more intensively and can be
online/remote or face to face if this can be done
safely.
▪ All other evidence requirements as stated in the
toolkit should be met in relation to the training
opportunities participated in.
▪ A statement from the adviser on the development
of the young person’s skills through undertaking

Advisers wishing to work more
intensively with young people
complete this part can do so by
working with young people full time
on developing and extending their arts
practice over 2-4 weeks.
We recognise there may be some
barriers to completing this section as
stated in the toolkit. Where
participation in training, volunteering
work experience is not available, you
must use option 2 with all evidence
requirements completed in full without
exception.
Please ensure that where young
people are engaging with artists and
organisations online that the relevant
safeguards are in place at your centre
to facilitate this.
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training can be accepted in lieu of feedback from
the training provider or facilitator.
Option 2: Arts development opportunities
research
Where work experience, volunteering and training
cannot be undertaken the following evidence should be
provided as an alternative approach to the evidence
listed in the toolkit.
▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Any failed attempts to secure work experience,
volunteering or training including letters, emails or
other correspondence.
Identification of the careers in the arts they would
like to pursue or find out more about.
Identification of the skills they would like to develop
through training / volunteering / work experience.
Evidence of research into at least three training,
volunteering or placement opportunities in their
area/art form of interest.
o Research can include internet research but
must include a min of one discussion with an
organisation about training, volunteering or
work experience opportunities that would
ordinarily be available.
Details of their personal aspirations for a career in
the arts, or role linked to the arts and culture
What steps they will take in the future to gain
experience,
Details of what other opportunities they have
identified they could get involved in
Reflection on what they have learnt from the
research overall
A statement from the Arts Award adviser on how
the young person has developed their
understanding through research about opportunities
in the arts
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Option 3: Digital work experience
Work experience opportunities can be conducted
remotely or online rather than face to face in a venue
or physical premises.
Where young people undertake a digital opportunity
they should ensure the opportunity is arts related and
meets the same time requirements as a face to face
opportunity.



Unit 1
Part C Research
practitioners
and review
arts events




Research into more
advanced arts
practitioners, their work
and any organisations that
support them, including
details of any contact with
the more advanced arts
practitioners chosen or
others involved with their
work
Reviews of relevant arts
events/ experiences
Reflection on how their
research and experiences
have influenced their own
arts practice and/or plans
and how they might
develop their arts practice
in the future

Young people should include all evidence as stated in
the Arts Award toolkit.
Research arts practitioners
In general, there is an expectation that research should
go beyond desk research with advisers supporting
young people to identify opportunities to connect with
artists, arts organisations or utilise other sources of
information beyond internet research.
▪

▪

▪

Young people should evidence they have attempted
to connect with artists and organisations even if
they have had limited or no response.
Internet research will be accepted as evidence
however this should be from a variety of sources eg
artist profiles or webpages, written or recorded
artist interviews
Evidence must focus on arts practitioners, arts
career and work and provide sufficient detail for
young people to reflect on how this information
relates to their own arts practice.

Arts reviews
Social distancing requirements may mean that physical
visits to theatres, museums or galleries, or visiting
companies or artists to your centre may be limited.
Advisers should consider alternative ways young people
can access quality arts experiences via other means.
This can include:

At Gold level (Level 3) it expected that
research is conducted by young
people and advisers take an advisory
role in supporting young people on the
where and how research might be
conducted.
In exceptional circumstances, advisers
can support young people by
providing no more than 40% of the
overall research material needed to
complete research into artists, their
careers and the organisations that
support them. Advisers must ensure
that any support that is provided
enables the young person to
demonstrate their own independent
fulfilment of the learning outcomes,
specifically, the art form knowledge
and understanding and
communication criteria at Level 3.
Eg: young people and advisers discuss
artists of interest and careers
pathways in their art form of interest.
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Recorded/live streamed theatre productions
Online galleries and museum collections
Films
TV series
Podcasts
Concerts (classical or contemporary)
Books (including online via audible / libraries
etc)
Street art tour
Radio programme / radio play

Advisers should discuss opportunities with young
people that meet their interests and are focussed on
the arts.
Advisers may need to steer young people on the
creative impact of what they have seen in the same
way they would for live experiences.
Young people can produce reviews in any suitable
format. Young people can reflect on their learning in
any suitable format

They discuss different research
methods, including how they might
make contact with artists wherever
possible, bearing in mind any
restrictions to access to information
the young person may have.
Young people should specifically direct
the adviser on artists and careers
research they would like information
about and identify a range of ways
information can be gathered.
Advisers can provide some but not all
research and this must be from a wide
range of sources using the
instructions, art form interest, key
words and search terms provided by
the young person. Young people make
choices on the arts related work of the
artist and career pathways they want
to focus on, they can identify further
information or research on a particular
theme but this should be conducted
by the young person.
They identify the arts related
information from the information
provided and add this to their own
research. They develop their own
personal summary on what they found
out and the influence it has had on
their own plans or future practice.
Evidence of the discussions with the
adviser and the research should be
included in the portfolio.
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It should be clearly evidenced where
the adviser has needed to provide
additional support and why.



Unit 1
Part D –
form and
communicate
a view on an
arts issue









Unit 2
Part A –
Leadership
project aims
and
outcomes

A description of the arts
issue and why they have
chosen it
Evidence of research into
a range of views about the
issue, both supporting and
differing from their own
views
Reflection on the research
and how it has influenced
their views
The final argument they
have built up about the
issue
Evidence of how the final
argument was shared with
others and their feedback
A project plan detailing,
but not limited to:
- Identification of the qualities
of a leader
- A description of their role
and the specific leadership
skills they want to develop
- A description of the project,
its aims and desired
outcomes
- How their role relates to the
roles of others (if any)
- Plans for monitoring
progress and collecting
feedback

Young people may need to use digital means to gather
opinions and share their overall argument eg
▪ Social media
▪ Emails
▪ Blogs
▪ Webinar
▪ Phone
▪ Voice Mag
The final argument can be shared in any suitable
format
Young people can use digital tools such as social
media, digital white boards and online forms to gather
feedback

▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

Project plans can be developed in any suitable
format
Arts leadership projects can be delivered face to
face (if this can be done safely) to a smaller
audience or be online/ digital projects.
Young people may work more intensively over a
shorter period of time to deliver the project.
Young people should include in their project plan
details of their contingency plans in the event they
need to adjust their project at short notice.
Where face to face delivery at the centre/external
arts venue or remote delivery online are not
feasible then a project delivered to
household/support bubble members will be
accepted.

For this part young people are
demonstrating specifically that they
can gather a range of views and
opinions to formulate a view on an
arts issue. Research must be
conducted by the young person and
not the adviser.
Advisers should take an advisory role
in supporting young people on where
and how to conduct their research and
gather a range of opinions. Advisers
should identify a range options where
young people are restricted in the
resource available to them to conduct
research.
As a guide arts leaderships projects
should take the equivalent of
approximately 6 months spending one
to two hours each week.
Advisers wishing to work more
intensively with young people to plan,
deliver and review the project can do
so by working with young people full
time on the project over at least 1-2
weeks.

Gold leadership projects delivered to family members
or in the home:
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▪

▪



Unit 2
Part B –
Organise
people and
resources

Unit 2
Part C –
Manage the
project



A project plan detailing,
but not limited to:
- Practical issues
- Timescales
- Promotion of the project
- How they will deliver the
project
- Their plans for the public
showing of the project (see
part D)
- Risk assessment
- Consideration of health and
safety issues
- Consideration of any other
relevant legislation
- How they will evaluate their
leadership development
Evidence of delivery of the
project, for example, diary
logs, recordings,
annotated photographs,
printed materials, details

Projects must be of sufficient scope for the young
person to demonstrate their project management
and leaderships skills.
There needs to be an opportunity for the
management and delivery of the public showing
which can be face-to-face if this can be done safely,
online or digital.

NB: As a minimum, young people would be expected to
run a series of workshops over a sustained period of
time to meet all the requirements and provide
demonstration of the skills required at level 3. Advisers
should support young people to ensure the content of
workshops are delivered in sufficient depth to meet the
required learning outcomes.
▪ Project plans can be developed in any suitable
format
▪ Project plans must consider the nature of the public
event, including how it will be delivered, the
audience and any contingencies
▪ Projects plans should include details of any
contingencies in the event they need to adjust their
projects at short notice
Any changes to project plans due to matters beyond
their young people’s control should be documented as
evidence in the portfolio, demonstrating how young
people are adapting their plans to continue to deliver
their project.

▪

Young people provide evidence of
delivery of the project in any suitable
format
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Unit 2
Part D –
Manage a
public
showing






of meetings and
discussions
Reflection on where and
how they are developing
and applying chosen
leadership skills and how
they are inspiring and
motivating others, leading
creatively, responding to
and resolving problems,
and working with and
supporting others
Evidence of how they are
collecting feedback from
others, both about the
project and about their
leadership abilities
Details of how the project
will be shown/shared
publicly
Their responsibilities in
relation to the public
showing/sharing
Details of how they have
organised people and
resources
Delivery of the public
showing/sharing
Ongoing reflection on
where and how they are
developing and applying
their chosen leadership
skills while managing the
event
Feedback from
participants and audience
members

▪

Young people provide evidence of where
and how they changed their plans to
deal with unexpected situations

▪

Reflections can be produced in any
suitable format with young people
encouraged to collect these throughout
the process and not left to the end of
the project.

▪

Young people can use digital tools such
as social media, digital white boards and
online forms to gather feedback

The project plan must consider the nature of the public
event, including how it will be delivered, the audience
and any contingencies
Public showings can be face to face if this can be done
safely, or digital and can be adjusted for smaller or
larger audiences based on the scope of the project.
Young people planning to deliver a public showing
digitally or needing to convert face to face events at
short notice should consider the following:
▪ Recording performances, gallery installations,
touring shows and curating and sharing for an
online audience via social media, blogs or online
platforms
▪ Live digital content sharing
▪ Online galleries
▪ Website
▪ Digital presentations / demonstration films
▪ Podcasts

Advisers should encourage young
people to consider recording
performances, rehearsals and
workshops throughout the
making/delivery process in the event
young people need to change their
public showing at short notice.
Advisers should advise young people
of best practice in developing and
sharing content online ensuring young
people adhere to any safeguarding
and technology policies at your centre
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▪

Sharing with household members / teacher /
adviser (it must be recorded in the portfolio how
this took place)

Evidence of the changes made to the original plan
should be recorded and included in the portfolio.



Unit 2
Part E Leadership
project
report

A project report including,
but not limited to:
- How their chosen leadership
skills have developed
- How the project has
developed their art form
knowledge and
understanding, creativity in
arts practice, planning and
review skills and
communication skills
- How well they project plan
worked
- Achievements, successes
and challenges
- What they have learnt about
working effectively with
others
- What they have learnt from
the feedback they received
- What they would do
differently in future in terms
of improving the project

Project reviews can be developed in any suitable
format
Young people should aim to reflect on all elements
listed in the toolkit even if their original plans changed.
Where plans have changed due to matters beyond their
young people’s control, this should be documented as
evidence in the portfolio, demonstrating how young
people were able to adapt their plans to continue to
deliver their project.

Any changes to project plans due to
matters beyond their young people’s
control should be documented as
evidence in the portfolio,
demonstrating how young people are
adapting their plans to continue to
deliver their project.

Young people should specifically reflect on any
contingency plans they needed to action and the
impact of them on the project and their leadership of it.
Young people can use digital tools such as social
media, digital white boards and online forms to gather
feedback on the success of their project and the
development of their leadership skills
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